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VoseGalleries is extremely proud to present the

sculptures of Elliot Offner, one of themost celebrated

and talented realist sculptors working inAmerica today.

This, his twenty-fifth one-person exhibition, contains over thirty-

five sculptures executed since the early nineteen seventies when

the artist began exploring the natural world for subject material.

Elliot Offner’s list of awards and honors runs for several

pages, and the year 2007 has brought forth special recognition

for this remarkable man. The venerable National Sculpture

Society awarded him the Medal of Honor, its highest honor

and the first such award since 1997. This winter the Elliot and

Rosemary Offner Sculpture Research and Learning Center,
named for the artist and his wife of fifty years, opened at
Brookgreen Gardens in South Carolina, the first public sculp-
ture garden in America and the site of one of the most signifi-
cant collections of American realist sculpture in the country.
We first met Elliot in 2003, when he participated in our

Mentors and Protégée exhibition.We saw in his work the special
quality that springs from intense curiosity and keen intellect.
With inspiration stemming from years studying past civilizations
and religions, his sculptures possess an ancient, sometimes
primitive aura.While somemight be tempted to call him a
wildlife artist, the sculptural quality of his work—the intricate
balance, the rich surface textures, the exquisite poses suggesting
movement—supercedes subject matter. They are first and
foremost sculptures that take form from the natural world.
In preparing for this exhibition we spoke to curators,

collectors and scholars who, without exception, hold Elliot
Offner in the highest esteem both as an artist and, perhaps
most importantly, as a human being. In his teaching capacity,
he has mentored countless students as the AndrewW.Mellon
Professor in the Humanities at Smith College. As President
of the National Sculpture Society, his leadership forged a
symbiotic association between the Society and the Brookgreen
Sculpture Garden in South Carolina. He serves as an
inspiration to many, among them a curator who so eloquently
stated recently that Elliot “radiates optimism, even love.”
We are all the richer for knowing Elliot Offner, a man of

immense talent whose love of life is an inspiration for those
of us with the good fortune to cross his path.
Wewould like to express our gratitude formaking this

exhibition possible toMr. Robert Fishco of ForumGallery in
NewYorkCity who, with his latemother, Bella, have promoted
Elliot Offner’s work for over forty years. Our sincere thanks also
go to the artist’s colleague, Professor Craig Felton of Smith
College, who authored amost insightful essayThe Sculpture of
Elliot Offner: A Journey to Discover Life in Form andMotion.
Finally wewant to express gratitude to Robin R. Salmon, Vice-
President for Collections andCurator of Sculpture at Brookgreen
Gardens, for sharingwith us her knowledge and enthusiasm.

AbbotW.Vose, President
Marcia L. Vose,Vice-President and Director

Marcia Vose, Rosemary Offner, Elliot Offner, and Bill Vose in front of
Elliot’s sculpture,Heron, Grouse and Loon, at Brookgreen Gardens,
Pawleys Island, South Carolina, May 2007.
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Elliot Offner remembers happy childhood hours
occupied with his building blocks. He later understood
that his concern was not, as some might suppose, with

discovering why things worked in a particular causal way, but
rather how forms took shape, how they were juxtaposed, and,
especially, how they were animated. Offner took delight in
watching the movement of animals, especially dogs, horses,
and cows. He reflects on “being mesmerized by all those
forms in motion, with the muscles pulling with such energy
and creating patterns of such harmony.” He continued to “seek
the building blocks of natural forms and how these were
integrated into a dynamic, living unity.” He also noted with
great curiosity how each bird, animal, or plant form “had its
own special characteristics and personality.”
Growing up in Brooklyn, with his parents and scholarly

brothers, Charles the elder andArnold the younger, provided
Elliot Offner a wide range of educational and aesthetic
experiences. The nearby splendid institutions of Brooklyn,
theMuseum of Art, Botanic Gardens, and Public Library,
became regular haunts. As Offner reflected: “Great art,
bountiful nature, and books were practically onmy doorstep.”
Although art was his passion, Elliot’s parents thought that

he could apply his keen analyses of the natural world to a field
such as medicine. However, Offner realized that his passion to
create art was stronger than the pragmatic pursuits of a career
in science. In 1949, he entered the program in studio art at
Cooper Union in New York City, where he remained for three
years, gaining the solid foundations needed by a young artist.
His primary interest continued to be in architecture;
nevertheless, Offner also had a strong desire to direct his
creative energies towards painting, influenced by two of his
teachers, Morris Kantor and John Ferren. Printing,
calligraphy, book design, furniture making, and sculpture
were also quiet passions, and then there was the more remote
thought of studying the history of art.
Because his talents and skills were wide-ranging, and with

continuing doubts about an area of specialty, Offner decided to
expand his educational experience and settled
on the renowned art and architecture program at Yale
University, where he could complete his coursework in
architecture while investigating other studio disciplines and
also take courses in the history of art. He transferred there,
and, in 1953, earned his B.F.A. degree.
While at Yale, Elliot was influenced by Josef Albers, an

internationally acclaimed abstract painter and theorist who

headed the Department of Design at Yale. Albers introduced
Offner to the formal qualities of design derived from the
Bauhaus School, where he had taught from 1922 until it was
closed in 1933 under pressure from the Nazis. In specific
terms, one might suppose that Albers’s color and design
theories had little influence on Offner. However, with Albers’
formal approach and the rigor of Yale’s program—an
emphasis on line, critical patterns and forms, and careful
organization of design elements, as well as firm resolve and
disciplined determination—the lessons of the academic
structure were well-learned and would be invoked, often in
subtle ways, in the works Elliot Offner produced in his
subsequent long and productive career. At Yale Elliot was able
to expand his deep interests in rare books, printing and
typography as well.

The next four years were to be both mundane and
momentous; Offner had his degree from Yale University, but
still no resolution to his dilemma of an area of specialty,
although he now had the absolute conviction and
determination to become a practicing artist. In 1955, Elliot
Offner met Rosemary O’Connell, a recent graduate of Smith
College, then working in New York City while pursuing a
graduate degree in education at Columbia University, a
vivacious and energetic woman of clear intelligence, strength,
and practicality. The couple became engaged the following
year and married in 1957. These two strong and independent
personalities confirm the adage that the whole is greater than
the sum of the parts. They and their children (Helen, Daniel,
and Emily) became a family that has been an ever-present
sounding board of inspiration and direction for Elliot’s art and
professional career.

THE SCULPTURE OF ELLIOT OFFNER: A JOURNEY
TO DISCOVER LIFE IN FORM AND MOTION
by Craig Felton

Johnson Memorial Horse, Smith College, Northampton, MA
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With new priorities and with confidence and
determination, Elliot Offner visited Yale to
consult with his earlier guiding light and

mentor Josef Albers about entering the graduate program
in studio art. With enthusiasm, Albers provided the
necessary encouragement and endorsement. The young
couple moved to New Haven, Connecticut, where the
directions for their future lives would find form and
substance. Being a student again was itself a challenge;
moreover, Offner knew that he must come to some
understanding with his inner artistic demons and assume
responsibility for his personal choices as well as for the
practical needs of his family, which soon included their first
child, daughter Helen.
Abstract Expressionism, and especially the latest paintings

of JacksonPollock, sent shockwaves through theUnited States,
and soon the world, in themid-1950s. Artistic directions in

theUnited States suddenly experienced challenges of immense
magnitude. Onwhat basis and with what emphasis could any
emerging artist place his focus when even the primary
definitions of art no longer seemed secure or valid? Stylistic
challenges in his own work and choices for specialization for
his future career had to be resolved by Offner; initially, these
seemed to be insurmountable. During his second year of
graduate study at Yale, Elliot Offner reached a decision that
shaped the rest of his life: he would become a sculptor.
And why sculpture? The debate of the supremacy of

painting or sculpture has continued for centuries.
Although Renaissance artists excelled at either art form,
Leonardo da Vinci proclaimed painting as the higher art,
while Michelangelo firmly believed that the sculptor’s
creations were closer to the divine. No matter the
wonderful coloring and the dramatic use of dark and light
achieved by the painter, the sculptor is able to capture
something closer to life itself in solid, three-dimensional
forms. Perhaps it is no wonder, then, that the act of
creation, the actual breathing of life, or spirit, into that
which is created, is found with the sculptor.
For the principal element of his graduate thesis project,

Elliot Offner produced a work in brass, approximately
thirty inches in height, which he entitled Angel Aaxilla.
This sculpture contains the “incipient dynamic” qualities
the artist had been searching for in his formative years,
although they have been carefully controlled by a formal,
academic structure and have not found the freedom of
organic growth which would be achieved in his later
works. The individual parts are like sails caught in
multiple cross winds, causing the composite image to lack
direction although, individually, each element contains
inherent power.
Beginning in the fall of 1959, Elliot Offner was appointed

to the faculty of The University of Massachusetts at Amherst
to teach drawing, sculpture, and design based on Albers’
color theories. Neighboring Smith College, in Northampton,
Rosemary’s alma mater, with its art museum and historic
commitment to studio art and art history, seemed a better
match for Elliot’s interests and abilities. As a result, Offner
was offered a position on the faculty of Smith College
beginning in September 1960. From that time, the career
of Elliot Offner developed rapidly as he combined teaching
in many different media and found the various artistic
expressions that would characterize his work through the
ensuing decades.

THE SCULPTURE OF ELLIOT OFFNER

The artist’s studio, Northampton, MA
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R obert Harris, a medievalist, had joined the art
history faculty at Smith in 1957; he, like Offner,
grew up in New York City. Mutual bonds of

friendship and scholarly interests developed and, during
the Offner’s first year at Smith, Harris helped Elliott in
planning a European journey that would include significant
Romanesque and Gothic monuments. In particular, Offner
remembers being overwhelmed by the dynamic figures of
Gislebertus at Autun and the dramatic abstractions of the
sculpture at Moissac. As Elliot says: “Suddenly, what I had
studied in photographs became a new reality for me, and I
knew that I had to continue with this historical pilgrimage
and follow the development of western sculpture.”
For many years, Florence had shone as a beacon of

inspiration for Elliot Offner, especially following his diligent
study of H. W. Janson’s monograph The Sculpture of
Donatello, published by Princeton University Press in 1957,
with its “never-to-be forgotten” photographs by Jenö
Lányi. Offner continues to claim this two-volume
scholarly work as his “Bible”; indeed, his own copy of this
masterpiece is worn from years of consultation. As is well-
known, Donatello worked with the two processes,
reductive wood carving and additive bronze casting. Many
of Elliot Offner’s sculptures pay homage to Donatello, not
through direct borrowings but through his understanding
of the great Quattrocento master’s many masterpieces.
Gradually, Offner was finding how to use thematerials of

sculpture to express his own interpretive needs. Heworked
first in wood and thenwith bronze. He developed a great
facility with designing and evolving hismodels while
preparing them for casting, and experimentedwith problems
of balance harmonics as well as with surface textures. In wood
carving, ensuing changes are not reversible in the sense that
one cannot return to an earlier state once thewood is reduced.
Carvingwood, ormarble, requires the artist to have firm ideas
of what is to bemade; hence,Michelangelo thought that his
taskwas to “release” the figure that alreadywas within the
medium. This is a reductive process. In contrast, the additive
process, philosophically scorned byMichelangelo, permits the
artist to experiment along theway and tomakemodifications.
Offner’s is a “direct build” process, usually in plaster of Paris
over an armature, which allows for the flexibility and
creativity that comes with inventions and discoveries. Such an
additive processmust be concernedwith the continuity of
surfaces and their transitions; when a change is made on one
side of a structure, a corresponding changemust usually be
made to the other side in order for the two forms to connect in

a dynamic and rhythmic union. An artist using this additive
approach to sculpture does not, necessarily, preconceive these
changes as does one using the reductivemethod.
The “direct build” process used by Elliot Offner is a hybrid

of modeling and carving. The technique, as he has refined
it, is to work the plaster with which he builds his model, or
maquette, at various stages as hardening progresses, using a
small spatula.When freshly mixed, the plaster can be worked
to a fairly smooth surface; however, in the “pasty,” or tacky,
stage, Offner can lift or push down the surface, thereby
creating a richness of textures, some convex and others
concave. Offner is a master of this technique, providing his
sculptures with beautiful surface detailing of finemodulations
caused by a critical manipulation with his tools.

Finally, when the plaster is fully hard, it can be carved in
a similar manner as wood. With plaster modeling, the
sculptor has the advantage of adding layer upon layer, and
the ability continually to build up a form until the desired
volume and surface texture is reached. These qualities give
the sculpture immediacy and spontaneity. The capacity to
tie the carving into the “direct build” is an essential aspect
of this process. The sculptor can see where and how the
work is developing and can evolve the forms in a creative
manner as the artistic vision dictates. The resulting forms
evolve directly from the manipulation of the material, and
are usually refined by varying degrees of local carving.
Such a process is rare in clay modeling, because clay in its
wet stage is much more “plastic” or malleable than plaster
and, usually, is not carved when dry; plaster provides a
better capacity for modeling as well as for carving.

A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER LIFE IN FORM AND MOTION

Elliot and Rosemary Offner in the artist’s studio, 2007



Thespontaneity of the additive method can lead the
artist to something entirely unexpected. Forms
can take new life and gather energy from the im-

mediacy of this process, and appear much more as they do
in nature. In this way the artist directs the vision with
deeper understanding and resolution. Consummate artists
see and respond to things in ways not like the rest of soci-
ety, and we expect from them a new vision, an interpreta-
tion, and a more profound response to the world, which
they then develop in their work.
For Elliot Offner’s sculptures to be cast in bronze, most,

if not all, must be subdivided by cutting them into simpler,
smaller forms to facilitate the making of the molds re-
quired for the casting. The rejoining of the cast pieces is a
critical stage because the subtleties of transition and surface
in those areas can be lost. After the sections of a sculpture
are joined, Offner may need to restore the area at the joint
by retooling the surface. Finally, the entire work is chased
and waxed. Offner’s works are known for the exquisite
patination he achieves in these last stages of refinement.
Elliot Offner’s “direct build” figures cause the viewer

not to see just forms, but also to experience them. Birds,
such as the Asian Pheasant (see p. 10) that seems to be at
rest, but which actually is wary and waiting, or those
which are at a moment prior to flight such as the Kite (see
p. 11), with its wings poised ready for an upward thrust, or
those already in flight, such as the Loon (see p. 11), earnestly
battling against the wind, provide a sense of the organic,
evolutionary forces of motion and of life itself. These are
the active qualities of nature that Elliot Offner had been
seeking from the time he decided to become a sculptor.
Daedalus, that ancient Greek designer, builder, and

artificer, mentioned in Homer’s Iliad and often thought of

as the “father” of sculpture, may have come from Athens,
although the principal story for which he is remembered
begins with his time on the island of Crete. There, he con-
structed a wooden cow into which Queen Pasiphae
crawled so that she could mate with a legendary bull given
to her husband King Minos by Poseidon, god of the sea.
The child produced by this mating was the Minotaur, half
man and half bull, kept imprisoned by Minos in a
labyrinth constructed by Daedalus. Every year, a tribute of
young Athenians was brought to Crete to feed the mon-
strous Minotaur. One year, Theseus was among the young
Athenians; Ariadne, daughter of Minos and Pasiphae, fell
in love with him. Ariadne told Theseus to tie a thread to
the door of the labyrinth which he could follow when
returning from killing the Minotaur. Theseus and Ariadne
escaped from Crete; however, in his rage, Minos impris-
oned Daedalus and his son Icarus in the labyrinth. Since
Minos controlled the land and the sea, the great inventor
devised wings to enable them to fly out of the labyrinth
and away from their island prison. Daedalus admonished
Icarus not to fly too close to the water so that his wings
would not become sodden, and not too close to the sun so
that the wax holding together the feathers in the wings
would not melt. In his exuberance at having mastered
flight, Icarus disobeyed his father and soared joyfully into
the heavens; soon the wax melted and Icarus plunged into
the sea where he drowned.
Mankind’s striving to reach higher goals and to escape

from an earthly prison is symbolically represented by the
story of Daedalus and his son Icarus. That story also in-
structs about a more fundamental difference between age
and wisdom, youth and adventure.

THE SCULPTURE OF ELLIOT OFFNER
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2. Icarus

3. Daedalus I

1. Daedalus III

A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER LIFE IN FORM AND MOTION
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Long a fascination of mankind, flight was imagined
by Leonardo da Vinci who, according to tradition,
tried unsuccessfully to imitate Daedalus’ invention

of wings. The freedom provided by flight, with the ability
to travel above the earth to survey its wonders, remained a
challenge. In the oeuvre of Elliot Offner, birds hold a position
of great importance. Offner’s bird sculptures seem to
capture life itself. The Great Blue Heron hovering over the
pond at the Botanic Gardens at Smith College, with a version
exhibited here (see p. 9), theCambridge Pheasants, large
(see p. 10) and small (see p. 10), striding along the ground
with wings outstretched, and the large Leaning Heron
(see p. 12) and Leaning Crane II (see p. 13), both balancing
against the changingwinds in a balletic dance of shifting wing
formations, inspire us to reach greater heights and to
abandon our earthbound concerns. The living quality found
in these sculptures is enhanced by the individuality each bird
demonstrates. In addition to their purposeful activities, they
seem to have personal character and attitudes as well.
Another challenging work was the Rising Crane (see p. 13),

in which the artist struggled to approximate in bronze the
appearance of flight. The needed angle of the sculpture,
the weight of the bronze, and the anchored feet seemed to
defy Offner’s objectives. The discovery of a technically
advanced steel-alloy rod, that would not lose its temper if
the bronze legs were poured around it, solved the problem.
The second issue was to turn the feet so that the figure
seemed to be dragging them as the ascent was beginning.
At last, success, and the crane assumed the position to
realize its rise from the ground.
There are two Bitterns exhibited: the first (see below) is

derived from a specimen at the Museum of Natural
History in London and then spotted among the reeds of
Nantucket, silent and exquisite in form and shrewdness.
A second (see below) is a forty-nine inch high bronze
where a child bittern presses against the mother’s leg,
while, tentatively, taking a short daring step into the
world. This was the first of Offner’s three gold medal
sculptures.

4. Bittern 5. Bittern Mother and Child

THE SCULPTURE OF ELLIOT OFFNER
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7. Great Blue Heron

6. Smaller Great Blue Heron

A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER LIFE IN FORM AND MOTION
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8. Larger Cambridge Pheasant

10. Smaller Cambridge Pheasant9. Asian Pheasant

THE SCULPTURE OF ELLIOT OFFNER
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11. Loon

12. Kite

A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER LIFE IN FORM AND MOTION
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13. Leaning Heron

Leaning Heron installed at the artist’s
residence.

THE SCULPTURE OF ELLIOT OFFNER
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14. Rising Crane (two views)

15. Leaning Crane II (two views)

A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER LIFE IN FORM AND MOTION
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Just as Offner’s birds seem to be lighter than air, his fishand creatures of the sea have buoyancy and often an
elegance implying a grace in movement in the water’s
depths. The sweeping, smooth forms of theHatchet

Fish (see p. 15) cause the space around it to vibrate with
energy; a flick with the tensile strength of its tail could
instantly set up powerful currents in which the fish will
suddenly disappear.
The entire whale was sculpted by Elliot Offner in two

examples in this exhibition. The Single Plunging Whale
(see p. 16) is a dynamic force, creating an arabesque in the
air where it vibrates with pent-up energy and is about to
cut back into the water in an athletic, corkscrew adagio.
This whale almost seems to smile, and its small, beady eye
looks at the viewer with an alluring challenge that evokes
in us a sense of awe at its colossal size, yet delights us with
its harmonious agility. In the Double Whale (see p. 17),
Offner has combined two of these leviathans; together,
they are about to make a torpedo-like plunge into the sea.
Their purposeful union emphasizes great strength; their
sleek surfaces indicate a more organic oneness with
Nature. They are a swollen mass of pure energy conveying
a sense of wonder at this harnessing of elemental forces.
Offner has dexterously modulated their surfaces with a
delicate and subtle refinement of patterns and colors.
They seem to have come alive and we await the effect of
their explosion into the sea.
The Salmon (see p. 19) provides the opportunity for us to

see the formal qualities of design of the fish as well as to
understand its almost extravagant capacity for movement.
This fish leaps and jumps into the air, but we know that in
the next moment it will slice into the water, preparing
itself, once again, for another leap.
InDouble Bass (see p. 19), the two fish are involved in a

solemn, courtly dance. There is a formality about this
sculpture which causes it to have a classical sense of
balance—in line as well as in solid form—in great contrast
to the baroque exuberance of the single, Salmon. These are
elegant figures, sleek and graceful, which impart a sense of
grandeur and monumentality to themselves and to their
environment. Elliot Offner has introduced a new element

in his oeuvre with this work as he did with the Double
Whale composition. In both sculptures, the surfaces
shimmer in the ambient light; there is an individuality to
the figures as well as an inseparable unity in their activity.
The viewer is witness to a basic communication between
these mighty forms and becomes absorbed in a compelling
visual dialogue with it.
The large Pike (see p. 19) looks at us with a menacing

leer, baring its razor-sharp teeth. Its contained energy is in
contrast to the Puffer Fish (see p. 15), a rather comical
creature whose small mouth is in great contrast to its large,
swollen, balloon-like body.
The largest work in this exhibition is the Plunging Fish

(see p. 18). Its tail and fins seem to billow outward, carving
circular patterns in the air. The fish is left suspended in
space, if only for a moment. The torque of its body
reinforces the inner dynamic power of this creature of the
deep and conveys the harmonics of the energies that
animate it. In an instant, this massive form will depart
from our environment and return to its own habitat,
leaving with us an instantaneous vision that all too soon
will vanish. Offner has realized this passage of transition
from one state to another. For this flashing moment, the
Plunging Fish has occupied the air, and the water seems to
slide off its body in the shimmering light. Unlike Icarus,
who flew too close to the sun and fell to the hostile sea, the
fish will return to the safety of the water below.
In addition to birds, Elliot Offner is concerned with

animals that walk on the earth and creatures that swim in
the seas.
Offner’s Pig (see p. 21), solidly planted on the ground,

seems almost defiantly resistant to any such notion as rapid
movement. The bronzeHedgehog (see p. 21), perhaps five
times the size of the living animal, bristling with his coat
of spines, seems willing to defy gravity only by slightly
raising his small left front foot. He is a wily character and
looks at us with a “do not provoke me” stare. In theHorse
(see p. 20), Offner captured the “faster than wind”
experience of powerful muscles working in harmony to
defeat gravitational pull.

THE SCULPTURE OF ELLIOT OFFNER
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17. Hatchet Fish

16. Puffer Fish

A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER LIFE IN FORM AND MOTION
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18. Single Plunging Whale

THE SCULPTURE OF ELLIOT OFFNER
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19. Double Whale

Double Whale, Collection of Forbes
Library, Northampton, MA.

A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER LIFE IN FORM AND MOTION
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20. Plunging Fish

Plunging Fish installed in the artist’s garden.

THE SCULPTURE OF ELLIOT OFFNER
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21. Double Bass

23. Pike

22. Salmon

A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER LIFE IN FORM AND MOTION
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24. Horse (maquette for Smith College’s life-size Johnson Memorial Horse)

THE SCULPTURE OF ELLIOT OFFNER
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25. Pig

26. Hedgehog

A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER LIFE IN FORM AND MOTION
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All of these sculptures: The Fowl of the Air, the
Fish of the Sea, and the Beasts of the Field, by
which they were identified in an earlier exhibi-

tion of sculpture by Elliot Offner, give added pleasure
and understanding as the viewer comes upon them from
different vantage points. Unlike Gianlorenzo Bernini,
whose famous sculptures in the European Baroque tradi-
tion were meant to be viewed from a particular vantage
point, Offner almost insists that we move about his
works. In addition to the experience of seeing his sculp-
ture within a larger environment, we also are compelled
to examine them in great detail. In that way, our relation-
ship to the works becomes a more personal one; indeed,
sympathy with the individuality of the sculptures slowly
develops and we find within ourselves a reawakening of
our own experiences of the natural world. The longer we
share the same space with these forms, the more familiar
and personal they become.
In addition to his free-standing sculptures, Elliot Offner

has created many bas relief sculptures. In his latest bas
relief, the artist pays tribute to his decades of interest in
lettering and calligraphy, the printing of fine books, the

cutting and printing of woodcuts, and his deep love for
typography. In Tribute to Wolfgang Fugger (see below),
Offner portrays a variation of Fugger’s own engraving from
hisHandwriting Manual, first published in Nuremberg in
1553. In hisManual, Fugger provides the reader with pages
of beautiful engravings of letters and typeface; there are
also instructions for the cutting of the quill, how to hold
it, and how to form letters when writing script. Offner
presents a variation on Fugger’s engraving, showing an
extended right arm holding a more modern steel-nib pen,
and reproduces Fugger’s famous lines from the engraving.
This text, which he includes engraved on the relief,
appropriately concludes this essay about Elliot Offner—
sculptor, teacher, colleague, and friend—and his lifelong
dedication to the inhabitants of a world he and they have
been privileged to share.

Craig Felton, Professor of Art
Smith College
Northampton, Massachusetts

26. Tribute to Wolfgang Fugger

THE SCULPTURE OF ELLIOT OFFNER

“I call good art that by which the human mind increases in wisdom;
and that which, thought out by a keen mind and put in practice

by a skilful hand, will tend to the glory of God and the service of Man.”

—Wolfgang Fugger, Nuremberg, 1553
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Acacia Tree (bas-relief)
15 x 24 x 1⁄2

Alligator (bas-relief)
12 x 12 x 11⁄2

Asian Pheasant
16 1⁄2 x 23 x 8
illus. page 10

Bass
25 x 15 x 11

Bass (bas-relief)
12 x 12 x 11⁄2

Bittern (bas-relief)
171⁄2 x 20 1⁄2 x 5
illus. page 8

Bittern Mother and Child
45 x 38 x 32
illus. page 8

Daedalus I
28 x 21 x 13
illus. page 7

Daedalus III
28 x 111⁄2 x 9
illus. page 7

Daedalus after the Fall
20 x 28 x 14

Daedalus and Icarus
28 x 16 1⁄2 x 10 (approx)

Dapedium Granulatum (bas-relief)
151⁄2 x 21 x 1

Double Bass #1
18 x 12 x 12
illus. page 19

Double Whale
37 x 12 x 9 1⁄2
illus. page 17

Great Blue Heron
50 x 30 x 44

Hatchet Fish
24 x 42 x 7
illus. page 15

Hedgehog
15 x 19 x 11
illus. page 21

Horse
11 x 14 x 20
illus. page 20

Icarus
23 x 6 x 8 1⁄2
illus. page 7

Kite
29 x 32 1⁄2 x 28
illus. page 1

Larger Cambridge Pheasant
31 x 35 x 27
illus. page 10

Leaning Crane #1
15 x 19 x 22

Leaning Crane #2
31 x 181⁄2 x 32 1⁄2
illus. page 13

Leaning Heron
38 x 45 x 32
illus. page 12

Loon
17 x 8 x 12
illus. page 11

Masturus Verucosus (bas-relief)
14 x 16 x 1⁄2

Pig
71⁄2 x 71⁄2 x 16
illus. page 21

Pike
37 x 12 x 11
illus. page 19

Plunging Fish
57 x 30 x 25
illus. page 18

Puffer Fish
26 x 19 x 13
illus. page 15

Rising Crane
231⁄2 x 371⁄2 x 211⁄2
illus. page 13

Salmon
14 x 10 x 6
illus. page 19

Single Bass
111⁄2 x 121⁄2 x 81⁄2

Single Bittern
171⁄2 x 101⁄2 x 41⁄2

Single Plunging Whale
29 x 11 x 11
illus. page 16

Smaller Cambridge Pheasant
17 x 11 x 12
illus. page 10

Smaller Great Blue Heron
20 x 151⁄2 x 111⁄2
illus. page 9

Thomas More
(bas-relief)
14 x 111⁄2 x 1⁄2

Tribute to Wolfgang Fugger
(bas-relief)
14 1⁄2 x 211⁄2 x 1
illus. page 22

Works in the Exhibition

A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER LIFE IN FORM AND MOTION
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ABBREVIATED CURRICULUM VITAE
AndrewW. Mellon Professor in the Humanities Emeritus, Smith College
Past President, National Sculpture Society

EDUCATION
Cooper Union, New York, NY
Yale University, New Haven, CT, B.F.A. 1953, M.F.A. 1959

SELECTED AWARDS
2007 Medal ofHonor, National Sculpture Society, first such award since 1997

2007 Dedication of Elliot and Rosemary Sculpture Learning & Research
Center, Brookgreen Gardens, Pawleys Island, SC

2006 Forbes Library, Trustees Award, Northampton, MA

2006 Bronze Medal, National Sculpture Society Annual Awards Exhibition

2005 Gold Medal, National Sculpture Society Annual Awards Exhibition

2004 Honorary Doctorate, Converse College, Spartanburg, SC

2003 International Master Wildlife Sculptor Medal and Exhibition,
Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Museum, Wausau, WI

2002 Woodson Art Museum Purchase Prize

2001 Elected Life Fellow, Clare Hall, Cambridge University, England

2000 Harry Watrous Prize and Gold Medal, National Academy of De-
sign, New York

2000 Ruth Nickerson Outstanding Sculpture Prize, National Sculpture
Society Annual, New York

1997 Tallix Casting Prize, National Sculpture Society, New York

1996 Ellin T. Speyer Prize, National Academy of Design, New York

1992 Gold Medal, National Sculpture Society

ONE PERSON EXHIBITIONS
2004 Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Museum, Wausau, WI

2003 Smith College Museum of Art

2002 Forbes Library, Northampton, MA

2001 Kantar Fine Arts, Newton MA

1999, 1993, 1979, 1972, 1969, 1964 Forum Gallery, New York

1997 National Wildlife Federation Gallery of Art, Vienna, VA

1984 Museum of Fine Arts, Springfield, MA

PUBLIC COLLECTIONS
Boston Public Library, Boston, MA

British Library, London, England

Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, NY

Cooper-Hewitt Museum, New York, NY

DeCordova Museum, Lincoln, MA

Detroit Institute of Art, Detroit, MI

HirshhornMuseum&SculptureGarden,WashingtonDC

Huntington Library, San Marino, CA

Huntington Sculpture Garden, Brookgreen Garden,
Pawleys Island, SC

Milwaukee Museum of Art, Milwaukee, WI

Museum of Fine Arts, Springfield, MA

Victoria and Albert Museum, London, England

Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Museum, Wausau, WI

Worcester Museum of Art, Worcester, MA

PUBLIC COMMISSIONS

2003–05 Project Director, Ten 8-foot high sculptures
of outstanding & historic American women,
all by leading American sculptors. Campus
of Converse College, Spartanburg, South
Carolina (first sculpture,Maria Mitchell, by
Elliot Offner)

2002–04 Brockton, MA, Strand Fire Memorial

2001 Heron, Grouse and Loon, Huntington Sculp-
ture Gardens, Brookgreen Gardens, SC

1995 Johnson Memorial Horse, Smith College,
Northampton, MA

1991 Birds of Minnesota, Bronze and Granite
Sculpture Fountain, Minneapolis, MN

1991 Bates College Memorial Dog, Bates College,
Lewiston, ME

1989 Child with Dog, National Institute of
Health, Bethesda, MD

1988 Monument to the Letter Carriers of America,
National Association of Letter Carriers,
Milwaukee, WI

1988 Memorial Cross, Georgetown Presbyterian
Church, Washington, DC.

1987 Great Blue Heron, Smith College,
Northampton, MA

1987 Great Blue Heron, Darien Public Library,
Darien, CT

1984 Cockerell, Springfield, MA

ELLIOT OFFNER



NATIONAL SCULPTURE SOCIETY’S MEDAL OF HONOR
Awarded to Elliott Offner, 2007

T he National Sculpture Society (NSS) is a not-for-

profit organization which encourages excellence

in sculpture that is inspired by the natural world.

Exhibitions, Sculpture Review magazine, the NSS News

Bulletin, an annual “Sculpture Celebration” weekend

(held in a different part of the country every year), and

awards for sculptors are all part of these programs. 

In 1893, leading U.S. sculptors and architects founded

the National Sculpture Society to “spread the knowledge 

of good sculpture” throughout the country. Founding

members included Daniel Chester French, Richard Morris

Hunt, Augustus St. Gaudens, Stanford White, J.Q.A.

Ward, and others who created most of this nation’s public

monuments at the turn of the last century. Today, members

of the NSS create, collect, interpret, exhibit, and support

the evolving tradition of American sculpture. Elected

sculptor members continue to add to the body of public

sculpture in this country, and are represented in museum,

corporate and private collections around the world. 

The Society’s highest award is its Medal of Honor, pre-

sented as the occasion arises for notable achievement in and

for encouragement to American Sculpture. Past recipients in-

clude Archer Huntington, Daniel Chester French, Robert

Moses, and Joseph Veach Noble. In 2007, the Medal of Honor

was presented to Elliot Offner, the first such award since 1997.

Elliot Offner was elected as president of the National

Sculpture Society in 2000, a position he held for three

years. He also served on the Board of Trustees of

Brookgreen Gardens at that time, and was instrumental in

strengthening a longtime relationship between the institu-

tions, which both support and promote sculpture. 

Mr. Offner added the NSS Medal of Honor to a number

of other awards, grants, and recognitions he has received

over the years. These include the Louis Comfort Tiffany

Foundation Award (1964 and 1965); National Institute of

Arts and Letters (1965); National Council on Arts and 

Humanities (1966–67); Ford Foundation (1970); Ingram

Merrill Foundation (1971); several terms as Artist in 

Residence at Cambridge University, England from 1989 

before being named Fellow at Clare Hall, Cambridge 

University (2001); Harnish Grant for Sculpture (1989 and

1991); the Gold Medal for the best work in two National

Sculpture Society Annual Exhibitions (1992 and 2004); 

and the Henry Watrous prize and gold medal, National

Academy of Design in New York City (2000). In 2003, 

he was named as the Woodson Art Museum’s Master

Wildlife Sculptor, in Wausau, Wisconsin.

Gwen Pier, President

National Sculpture Society

    



Brookgreen Gardens is
the oldest public
sculpture garden in

America, established in 1931 
by Archer Milton Huntington
and his wife, the renowned
sculptor, Anna Hyatt
Huntington. Its collection of
more than 1,200 works of
American figurative sculpture,
many displayed in landscaped
gardens within its 9000-acre
property, is known throughout
America as one of the finest
and most comprehensive of its
kind.  Dating from 1814 to the
present, the sculpture collection
is comprised of outdoor works
in bronze, aluminum, lead,
marble, limestone, and granite,
and of small or delicate indoor
pieces made in plaster, wood,
terra cotta, wax and other
materials. Included in the
collection are such prominent
American artists as Daniel
Chester French, Augustus
Saint-Gaudens, Paul Manship,
Gaston Lachaise, and Anna Hyatt Huntington.

Recently the Board of Trustees undertook a special project to erect a building that would showcase sculpture in
storage and to house a gift of over 400 pieces donated by sculptor Richard McDermott Miller (1922–2004). Trustee
Susan Phifer Johnson and her husband, George Dean Johnson, provided the funds to make the project a reality and
named the building for fellow trustee, Elliot Offner. Work on the Elliot and Rosemary Offner Sculpture Learning and
Research Center was completed in 2007.

Heron, Grouse and Loon, a monumental bronze by Elliot Offner, is surrounded by
plants of the Southeast at Brookgreen Gardens.

COLLECTION OF BROOKGREEN GARDENS PHOTOGRAPH BY ANNE MALARICH
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